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Abstract 
Leveraging developments in microfabrication opens new possibilities for optical manipulation. With the 
structural design freedom from three-dimensional printing capabilities of two-photon polymerization, we 
are starting to see the emergence of cleverly shaped “light robots” or optically actuated micro-tools that 
closely resemble their macroscopic counterparts in function and sometimes even in form. In this work, we 
have fabricated a new type of light robot that is capable of loading and unloading cargo using 
photothermally induced convection currents within the body of the tool. We have demonstrated this using 
silica and polystyrene beads as cargo. The flow speeds of the cargo during loading and unloading are 
significantly larger than when using optical forces alone. This new type of light robot presents a mode of 
material transport that may have a significant impact on targeted drug delivery and nanofluidics injection. 
 
Keywords: optical manipulation; two-photon fabrication; thermal convection; material transport 
 
Introduction 
It is a great challenge to build, power and control tiny machines to perform specific tasks1. One of the 
earliest demonstrations of tiny machines powered by chemical fuel is the catalytic nanorods. These are 
composed of platinum and gold at defined zones that catalyze the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) to propel them. Nickel is added to the nanorods so that they can be guided externally by magnets. 
The linear speed can reach up to 20 μm s-1 depending on the concentration of the H2O22,3. An improvement 
on this design uses a rolled-up thin film of InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt and can reach speeds of up to 110 μm s-1. 
The rolled-up nanotools can be designed to perform corkscrew motions and have been demonstrated to 
be capable of penetrating a fixed HeLa cell4. 3D-printed “microfish” using the same propulsion 
mechanisms have been demonstrated and applied in detoxification5. Recently, an approach for attaching 
living bacterial flagella motors in a synthetic structure has been presented6. The purpose was to construct 
a bio-hybrid micro-robot that can move autonomously or be guided by chemical gradients, and the 
synthetic structure could be designed to accommodate drug delivery. In these examples, chemicals 
introduced to the medium are utilized to drive the tiny machines. Chemical “fuel” can provide high 
propulsion power; however, the challenge with these types of machines is the compatibility issues of the 
fuel with biological samples. Magnetic control requires the inclusion of nickel, which is inherently toxic to 
organic systems. Furthermore, magnetic and chemical gradient controls are difficult to realize for 3D-
manipulation, and fine movements are very limited7,8. 
 
Light is an attractive mechanism for powering tiny machines. Advanced control over natural or fabricated 
micro- or nano-structures using light has been demonstrated throughout the years, starting with the 
pioneering work of Ashkin9. Developments in pulsed lasers, light-curing polymers and complex optical 
trapping mechanisms all serve to catalyze the advent of more complex light-based machines and thus the 
emergence of so-called light robotics10. The fabrication of a microscopic bull with nano-features by 
Kawata et al11 is a popular example of the precision and control that one can achieve with 3D-printing 
based on two-photon absorption of light sensitive polymers, with the earliest work dating back to the mid 
90’s12. From then on, gradually more sophisticated micro- and nano-structures mimicking macroscopic 
tools have been first light-fabricated and subsequently light-actuated. A functional micro-oscillatory 
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system has been made and proposed as a means to investigate the mechanical properties of minute 
objects11. There have been reports on microscopic gears13,14, pumps15 and even sophisticated light foils16,17 
that were all first fabricated and subsequently driven by light only. 
 
The hallmark of light robotics is the use of light for fabrication, active actuation and control. One approach, 
akin to traditional robotics, exploits materials that can exhibit light-activated contraction to work as 
artificial muscles. A typical example is the recently reported microscopic walkers, which use the 
contraction of liquid crystal elastomers for locomotion18. Another interesting modality is made possible 
through the use of parallel optical trapping, whether holographic19–21 or Generalized Phase Contrast 
(GPC)-based22–24. Progress in optical manipulation has been boosted by novel technologies, such as 
graphics processing units and advanced spatial light modulators, which can enable the real-time 
calculation and generation of multi-beam trapping configurations25. Advanced optical traps can be 
controlled independently or orchestrated to move a plurality of microscopic objects simultaneously 
within an imaged plane or even in an extended volume. This has been successfully demonstrated in 
applications for optical assembly26–28 and particle sorting29–31. An early demonstration of the feasibility of 
light robotics is the real-time 3D manipulation of custom-fabricated micro-tools made from silica32. The 
micro-tools were optically translated, rotated and tilted, thus demonstrating all six-degrees-of-freedom, 
which is a crucial requirement for light robotics to perform delicate tasks such as surface imaging and 
force measurements33,34. Surface imaging has been further improved with two-photon fabricated tools to 
the level where the achieved lateral resolution is ~200 nm, and the depth resolution is an impressive 10 
nm35,36. Our former work on light robotics that provides targeted-light delivery utilized two-photon 
fabricated waveguide structures that are optically manipulated to confine and redirect weakly focused 
incident light to illuminate specific targets orthogonal to the original light propagation. The nanometric 
feature sizes that can be achieved using two-photon fabrication tightly confine the redirected light 
radiating from the tip of free-floating waveguides, thus achieving targeted focusing that is stronger and 
tighter than what the objective lenses in the optical setup can normally provide37,38. Other functionalities, 
such as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy39 and fluorescence enhancement40, have been 
demonstrated using metal-coated micro-tools. The flexibility in microfabrication even allows the 
possibility to optimize the shape of micro-tools to maximize momentum transfer16,41–43 or force 
clamping36,44. Similar optimizations can be made for trapping light by using position clamping45, efficient 
illumination46,47 or adaptive structured illumination48. 
 
Here, we present a new generation of light-driven micro-robots with a novel and disruptive functionality 
embedded inside the micro-structure. Aside from using light to impart momentum to the trapped micro-
tool, we use light to generate and control secondary hydrodynamic effects by heating an embedded thin 
metal layer within the body of the tool itself. Thermal convection currents occur inside the micro-
structure, which, in turn, draws fluid together with potential fluid-borne cargo in or out of its body. This 
loading/unloading functionality and maneuverability makes it suitable as a mode of material transport 
that can present new and important mechanisms in nanofluidics and drug delivery. This new functionality 
has the advantages of optical manipulation, such as the ability to work in sealed environments such as 
microfluidic channels, and being able to work around optical constraints, such as refractive index contrast 
requirements and absorption effects in the particles being manipulated. Although thermal heating of 
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metal surfaces49 and particles50, the use of bubbles as valves49 and fluid mixing using convection 
currents51 have already been demonstrated, our work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to 
integrate the aforementioned functionalities in a self-contained light-printed and light-driven micro-
robot. 
 
Materials and methods 
Fabrication of micro-tools 
The fabrication process of the micro-tools is summarized in Figure 1. The shape of each micro-tool is 
designed to work as a tiny vessel for material transport. Cargo may be loaded and unloaded through an 
opening at the anterior part of the structure. Spherical handles are added to the structure for optical 
trapping and manipulation. The micro-tools are fabricated via two-photon direct laser writing using a 
commercial fabrication setup (Nanoscribe Photonic Professional, Nanoscribe GmbH, Germany). 
Photoresist (IP-L 780) is prepared over a microscope cover slip by simple drop casting. Normally, 
structures for two-photon fabrication are designed using CAD or similar 3D rendering software and the 
volumetric data for the structure is then sliced to identify the layers to be printed. The fabrication 
proceeds by scanning back and forth, layer by layer, from bottom to top until the structure is fully printed. 
Although this approach works well for photonic structures, such as woodpile structures, it is very 
inefficient for our hollow micro-tools because the laser beam will only “write” the outer shell, and there is 
a possibility of the structure appearing irregular due to this on-off switching of the scanning laser beam. 
The software for our fabrication setup accepts Cartesian coordinates to define the scanning trajectory, and 
we find that it is more efficient to use parametric equations to define the shape of our micro-tools52. The 
hollow body of the micro-tool is based on the surface of revolution of a so-called teardrop curve53,54. 
 
The body of the micro-tools has two openings. One serves as the spout of the micro-tool, where cargo can 
be loaded and ejected, and has a diameter of 6 μm. The other opening is located on top of each micro-tool 
body and has a diameter of 8 μm. The top opening enables subsequent deposition of a thin gold disk on 
the bottom inner wall of the micro-tool via electron beam vapor deposition. A mask with a matching hole 
is first fabricated to expose the target region while shielding the rest of the micro-tool during the 
deposition process. After two-photon exposure, the written structures are developed in a bath of 
isopropyl alcohol for 15 minutes. A second alcohol bath ensures that no photoresist remains inside the 
hollow body of each micro-tool. 
 
The developed structures are subjected to electron beam physical vapor deposition to embed a thin metal 
layer inside the body of each micro-tool. First, a 1 nm layer of titanium is deposited as an adhesion layer, 
followed by a 5 nm layer of gold. The deposited metal layer is a circular disk with a diameter of 8 μm 
corresponding to the hole on the mask and on the micro-tool. More details regarding the fabrication can 
be found in the accompanying Supplementary Information. 
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Figure 1| Fabrication of micro-tools for material transport via enhanced light-induced thermal 
convection. a) Each micro-tool is fabricated using the two-photon-polymerization process. The shape of 
each micro-tool is designed to function as a vessel for material transport. A mask fabricated on top of each 
micro-tool defines the metal-coated region on the micro-tool. b) After the micro-tools have been 
developed, a thin adhesion layer of titanium (1 nm) is first deposited, followed by a thin gold layer (5 nm), 
using electron beam physical vapor deposition. The mask shields the rest of the micro-tool and exposes 
only the region where the metal layer is going to be deposited c) Selected micro-tools are collected by 
carefully dislodging and then drawing them into a fine glass capillary tube. They are subsequently loaded 
into a cytometry cuvette for trapping experiments. Each micro-tool has a footprint of 40 μm x 40 μm. 
 
Sample preparation 
The fabricated micro-tools are anchored to the glass substrate. A fine glass capillary tube (Vitrocom, 80 
μm × 80 μm inner cross section) fitted to a microliter syringe (Hamilton, 25 μL gas tight syringe) is used to 
remove the protective mask and collect selected micro-tools. The capillary tube-syringe assembly that we 
made is controlled by motorized actuators (Thorlabs, 6 mm DC actuators). Another motorized actuator 
controls the microliter syringe plunger to load microtools inside the capillary tube and, subsequently, 
unload them into a cytometry cuvette (Hellma, 250 μm × 250 μm inner channel cross section). The micro-
tools are transferred into a cytometry cuvette containing a solution of deionized water, 0.5% Tween 80 
surfactant and 10% ethanol. The process is performed under a microscope, and the transfer efficiency can 
be as high as 100% due to the selective and interactive picking approach. Video microscopy of the 
collection and transfer of micro-tools is provided as Supplementary material. Unused micro-tools remain 
safely anchored to the substrate for succeeding experiments. Figure 1c shows that the masks have 
successfully shielded the micro-tools based on the bright square regions on the substrate (unexposed 
area) where the mask and microtool used to stand. Similar image analysis confirms that a circular disk 
was deposited inside the microtool. 
 
Optical manipulation and light-induced thermal convection 
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Optical trapping and manipulation experiments are performed on our BioPhotonics Workstation (see Fig. 
2). The BioPhotonics Workstation uses multiple dual-beam optical traps, relayed to the sample through 
two opposing microscope objectives (Olympus LMPLN 50x IR, WD = 6.0 mm, NA = 0.55), from multiple 
synchronized beams generated by a proprietary, computer-controlled illumination module. This 
illumination module uses a spatial light modulator to generate multiple beams out of a CW near-infrared 
(IPG Photonics, λ = 1070 nm, 40 W max power). Up to 100 independently controllable dual beam traps 
can currently be generated. Each dual beam trap consists of two co-axial, counter-propagating beams. A 
trapped particle can be laterally manipulated by synchronously shifting the counter-propagating beams, 
whereas axial motion is controlled by changing the intensity ratio of these two beams. We have shown in 
an earlier work how this optical trapping modality is able to manipulate a plurality of particles in 3D 
space55. In contrast to single beam optical tweezers, which use gradient forces from a tightly focused 
beam, counter-propagating beams use scattering forces and do not require tight focusing. This means that 
low numerical aperture objective lenses can be used in our workstation. Low numerical aperture 
objectives have long working distances and can thus accommodate bigger samples, such as our cytometry 
cuvette and side imaging37, if needed.  
 
During experiments, a user traps and steers each micro-tool in three dimensions through an interactive 
computer interface, where an operator can select, trap, move and reorient them in real-time. With the aid 
of a LabVIEW-based graphical user interface, lateral manipulation is performed by simply dragging the 
traps, shown as overlay graphics over real-time images acquired from the microscope, whereas axial 
manipulation is performed by sliding a graphical control object. 
 
For the optical manipulation of our micro-tools, we use four pairs of counter-propagating beams located 
at the four spherical handles. We can move the micro-tools at approximately 10 μm s-1 and rotate them at 
17° s-1. The BioPhotonics Workstation also generates an additional trapping beam, which is “repurposed” 
to illuminate the thin metal layer inside each structure, which then serves as a light-activated heating 
element for the fluid inside the micro-tool. This additional beam controls the loading and unloading, which 
we will discuss in the next section. Convection becomes observable when the laser power at the sample is 
approximately 17 mW. Videos of the experiments are obtained from the top-view (e.g., see Supplementary 
materials), and selected snapshots are presented in the manuscript. 
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Figure 2| Schematic showing the BioPhotonics Workstation for optical trapping, manipulation and 
actuation of a micro-tool. a) The BioPhotonics Workstation generates counter-propagating beam traps 
using a multi-beam illumination module. The top and bottom set of counter-propagating beams are 
imaged in the cuvette through opposing 50x objective lenses. The top imaging is fed real-time to the user-
interface for intuitive optical manipulation. b) Once loaded in the cuvette, optical manipulation of the 
micro-tools is done using real-time configured counter-propagating beams for each sphere handle. The 
use of multiple trapping beams allows tool movements with full six-degrees-of-freedom actuation and is 
controlled using a LabVIEW-based user interface. An extra beam aimed at the micro-tool’s top hole is used 
for heating the thin metallic layer.  
 
Results and discussion 
Each of our micro-tools was designed to function as a vessel that can be moved with optical traps in real-
time. Proof-of-principle experiments demonstrate that each of them can be used to load and unload cargo 
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using laser-induced thermal convection. When the thin metal layer is heated by one of the available 
trapping beams, we observe that the heat generated is enough to create a microbubble and produce 
strong convection currents that can pull silica (Ø = 2 μm) and polystyrene (Ø = 1 μm) beads toward the 
spout and into the tool. We show in Fig. 3 an illustrative flow speed measurement for a silica bead, starting 
from outside the micro-tool until it enters the body. We observed flow speeds of approximately 10 μm s-1 
near the opening, which decrease as it moves toward the wider cross section, in accordance with the 
continuity equation. Near the heating element, the flow speed reaches more than 25 μm s-1. This is greater 
than previously reported flow speeds generated by two-photon fabricated rotors acting as micropumps15.  
 
Thermal convection due to photothermal heating involves both photonic and fluidic phenomena. Multi-
physics computer modeling of plasmonic heating elements having dimensions of less than 200 nm 
predicts flow speeds of approximately 10 nm s-1, and it has been suggested that heating elements should 
be greater than 1 μm for microfluidic applications56 (we used an 8 μm diameter). The convection current 
that draws particles into our micro-tools can be the combined result of natural and Marangoni 
convection57. The temperature gradient from the light-heated metal layer can directly create natural 
convection, but it can also create a surface tension gradient along a microbubble surface. The surface 
tension gradient due to the temperature difference between the top and bottom surfaces of a bubble leads 
to Marangoni convection, which can be very strong58. Once the particle touches the microbubble, surface 
tension force essentially traps the particle and thus prevents it from coming out. A study of particle 
assembly on a sandwiched colloidal suspension using Marangoni convection reports a maximum flow 
velocity at the gas/liquid interface as high as ~0.3 m s-1. Away from the bubble, there is a significant 
decrease in the velocity57. The trend in our flow speed measurement of a tracer particle while it is being 
dragged by the convective flow (Fig. 3) is consistent with this observation. An increase of 1-2 orders of 
magnitude of the mass transfer has also been observed for dissolved molecules59.  
 
Photothermal particles and thin metal films have been previously used in microfluidics for heat-induced 
flow control, sorting and mixing. However, the precise spatial control of particles’ motion and locations, 
such as placing them where and when they are needed, can be challenging for smaller particles60. 
Moreover, thin metal films deposited on fixed regions within microfluidic channels completely lack the 
maneuverability that we show here. In short, our approach demonstrates a solution to this challenge by 
integrating a thin metal film within each light-controlled micro-tool that can readily function to transport 
cargo. 
 
In our experiments, laser-induced heating of the metallic layer is able to form a microbubble inside the 
body of each micro-tool. Such microbubble formation is known to occur at temperatures between 220 and 
240 °C for an array of nanoparticles and is more or less invariant with the size of the illuminated area and 
incident laser power61. Moreover, we have observed that some of the polystyrene beads captured by a 
micro-tool can be melted by continuously heating the fluid. No damage has been observed on either 
micro-tools or metal layers due to the photothermal heating. 
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Figure 3| Flow speed measurement. The thin metal layer inside the body of each micro-tool is heated 
using a laser beam (1070 nm), which, in turn, creates a microbubble and generates strong thermal 
convection currents that gradually draw the cargo toward the spout of the micro-tool. We use a feature 
tracking algorithm to monitor the movement of the beads. The zero position is set at the spout of the 
micro-tool. The clear gap observed in the velocity plot is due to the limitation of the tracking algorithm to 
identify the bead when it crosses the dark outline of the micro-tool. The blue and red plots represent the 
velocity of the bead while it is outside and inside of the micro-tool, respectively. An image of a micro-tool 
is added to give a scale-indication of the horizontal axis. See Supplementary material. 
Continuous illumination generates strong thermal convection currents that pull surrounding particles 
toward a laser-induced microbubble. Others have shown the feasibility of exploiting this for material 
transport, e.g., direct-writing of patterned particle assemblies. It has been reported that dragging a 
microbubble with a heating CW laser beam can result in the collection and deposition of particles along its 
path to accomplish direct-writing of patterned particle assemblies62. Our tool utilizes the same principle, 
with the advantage of greater selectivity and control over the particle collection because the design of the 
tool limits the direction of convective flow. In Fig. 4, we demonstrate spatial control of the micro-tool by 
picking up scattered silica beads. The particle velocities we have measured for our micro-tool are 
significantly larger than when using an optical trap alone. We have therefore exploited the conversion of 
optical energy to heat and, consequently, to kinetic energy via hydrodynamic effects to realize a new light-
based micro-tool capable of performing controlled mechanical interactions with its surrounding micro-
world in a way that goes beyond the limitations of conventional optical trapping. Whereas conventional 
optical trapping requires sufficient refractive index contrast between the captured particles and their 
surrounding medium, our method does not suffer from this inherent limitation. Potentially unwanted 
radiation effects to the sample can also be minimized or prevented. 
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Figure 4| Loading of cargo inside the micro-tool. Due to the spatial control provided by optical 
manipulation, the light robot can pick up cargo at different locations. See Supplementary material. 
 
Upon loading cargo inside the tool and conveniently moving the tool to another location via optical 
micromanipulation, our experiments show that we can also exploit light-induced processes to eject 
captured particles. Figure 5 shows experiment results demonstrating that the cargo can be ejected by 
slightly moving the heating beam across the body of the micro-tool to perturb the microbubble to pump 
fluids with the particles out of the structure. This functionality mimics the familiar action of pumping a 
syringe. It has been observed that bubbles get attracted to regions of higher temperature, a phenomenon 
called thermocapillary bubble migration58. The attraction of a bubble to a heat source is very strong (i.e., 
up to an order of magnitude stronger than optical forces); thus, it is feasible to use thermocapillary bubble 
migration as a control for pumping. Trapping of bubbles has also been observed in more viscous molten 
glass media, where deformation of the bubble is the proposed trapping mechanism63. Some simulations 
have shown that the Marangoni convection can reverse when there are many particles adhering to the 
bubble57. This reversal of the Marangoni convection may also be present during the unloading of cargo 
inside our micro-tools. Most studies have been done on unconstrained Marangoni convection, where there 
is a thin fluid film, and the boundary is only at the bottom or both top and bottom surfaces. For our micro-
tool, the fluid is practically constrained in all directions, allowing only a small opening for the cargo and 
for the continuity of fluid flow to hold (i.e., top hole). Thus, we expect a nontrivial flow phenomenon that 
warrants further investigation. At this point, it suffices to say that the pumping action of the micro-tool is 
light-activated and, to our knowledge, this functionality has never been demonstrated before in a light-
actuated micro-tool. Future work will explore new structure designs to optimize control over the 
convection processes constrained within them and even avoid ejecting particles out through the top hole, 
which occasionally happens in the current design (e.g., covering the top hole with mesh-like features after 
metal deposition). 
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Figure 5| The micro-tool can be used as a tiny pump. a) A relatively large number of polystyrene beads 
(1 µm diameter) are dispersed in the trapping medium, and the micro-tool is used to collect them. b) By 
changing the location of the heating beam, the micro-tool can be used to eject the captured particles by 
using the microbubble as a light-controlled piston. See Supplementary material. 
 
Conclusion and outlook 
Various methods and technologies can be integrated to build and control optically-actuated micro-tools or 
light robots that can perform specific tasks. Microfluidics, plasmonics, optical manipulation and 
fabrication have already found successful applications in their respective areas. However, combining them 
presents not only new challenges but also new and exciting ways to enable disruptive functionalities that 
would otherwise be difficult to realize by each sub-discipline in isolation. In this work, we have presented 
an integration of optical manipulation, two-photon fabrication and metal deposition to create a new 
category in the toolbox of light robotics. We have embedded thin metal layers inside a plurality of light-
driven micro-tools that enable the conversion of incident optical energy into heat and eventually 
hydrodynamic effects. Heating the metal layers generates thermal convection currents that can be used to 
load and unload cargo. We have demonstrated that light-controlled pumping makes each micro-tool 
suitable for material transport. A potential application that can fully utilize the capability of our new 
micro-tools is drug delivery. Micro-machined devices with modified surface chemistry and morphology 
have already been successfully used in drug delivery64. Such devices are fabricated using a standard 
lithography process and have a planar geometry. However, using optically manipulated micro-sources can 
provide much better spatial and temporal selectivity, as shown by experiments on cell stimulation via 
chemotaxis65. Such examples motivate the idea of a structure-mediated approach in biological studies that 
use light-controlled, steered and actuated microstructures to mediate access to the sub-micron domain. 
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Light robotics is thus an excellent candidate for realizing these new functionalities in a fully flexible and 
dynamic context. The structural design freedom in two-photon fabrication can even adopt micro-needle 
structures, which are commonly used for transdermal drug delivery66, as an approach to advanced 
intracellular drug delivery. There has been interest in understanding diseases such as circulating tumor 
cells, which are very rare in blood samples. Because of their rarity, bulk measurement will average out the 
unique signature of this type of cell67. Our micro-tools can work in plurality and even with other micro-
tools of different functionality to probe this single cell to investigate cellular responses to spatially or 
temporally correlated mechanical or chemical stimulation.  
Because the operation of our first batch of novel, internally functionalized micro-tools is based on 
photothermal heating, resonant plasmonic structures can be readily integrated and used in future light 
robotic tools for more efficient heating and wavelength selectivity. The metal coating can be added on the 
spout of the micro-tool and can also be heated up once in contact with a cell of interest. It has been 
proposed in transfection experiments that heating of the cell membrane induces phase changes in the 
lipid layer and thus allows the entry of foreign material. Our micro-tools do not preclude the possibility of 
being loaded prior to introduction to the trapping medium; thus, it is also possible to have micro-tools 
with different chemicals that can perform precise chemical stimulation that is not possible in a standard 
cell culture. We envision these micro-tools to be an important addition to the current tools for 
understanding biology at the micro-scale. 
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